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I MOTOR-CARS Making the Gas \ 

The MOTOR-CAR HOW IT WORKS 
The Inside Stor_v of the Modern Touring Car, Showing How Its Many Parts 

·combine to Give Us Both Comfort and Speed in Travelling 
OTOR-CARS. The petrol motor-car has wards, and suitable connexions convey the 

been developed to a marvellous pitch effort to a crank-shaft carrying the fly-wheel. 
of perfection, but it is not the only motor-car During the World War it was common to see 
known. The steam car with a flash boiler vehicles carrying a huge gas-filled balloon on 
made a bid for popularity and did good service the roof, but that was a temporary measure 
for a time, but to-day is hardly seen on the entirely, and every ca.r nowadays makes its gas 
roads of Great Britain. in an appliance called a " carburettor "--a 

The electric car is suitable for use either ·as device in which petrol is finely sprayed into 
a fashionable runabout in town or as a heavy.. an incomjng stream of a.ir, the product being 
goods vehicle on short-distance work, the need to all intents and purposes a true gas. Fig. 2 
for periodic charging of the accumulators b~ing shows a carburettor of a typical pattern, and 
the principal restrictive feature. A fourth type its action is explained on page 1540. The 
of car is the petrol-electric, in which a petrol carburettor is connected by means of a pipe to 
engine drives a dynamo and the dynamo the engine, .and as the piston is drawn outward 
yields its currenv to an electric motor which so-called suction is created, the effect being to 
provides the power for operating the road draw in a current of air through the carburettor. 
wheels. This type is still in use for heavy This air being mixed with petrol arrives in the 
omnibus work. · engine cylinder in the form of gas, where it is 

The Present-day Touring Car fired or exploded. (See Gas-Engine.) 
The type of car with which this article is The Four-stroke Engine 

concerned (Fig. l) may be termed the average There are four strokes, the engine being said 
touring car of to-day a car propelled by a to work on a four-stroke cycle. These four 
petrol engine having four cylinders or more; strokes can be seen in Fig. 3, and they are 
the engine stores up energy in its fly-whe~l, respectively the inlet stroke, the compression 
·which transmits it by means of a clutch to the stroke, the working stroke and the scavenging 
gearing and thence to the wheels. The engine stroke four strokes, and only one of them a 
derives its power from the " internal combus- " power " or " working " stroke. 
tion," ignition, or explosion of a. mixture of gas Thus in two revolutions of the engine crank-
and air in its cylinders. shaft effort is being applied to it during half a 

The combustion gives rise to a considerable revolution only, and it is using up its power on 
volume of hot gas which applies pressure to the remaining one and a half revolutions. 
the head of a piston ; the piston is thrust out- (There are so~e forms of engine in which a two--... _ 
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Fig. I. General vlew of the chassis, which is the motor-car without its body. 
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